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Presentation Notes
There was once a woman in the sky whose glow was felt by everyone fore we were all children. Though she was shy, she would talk to us late at night about what was to come and what has happened. When we lost our grip of time from our hectic lives she brought it back to us. When we were young we loved her for she promised the summer and told us secrets of worlds outside our own. Her gifts were accepted by all of man and nature. Every time she showed her beautiful face we promised her a new month as she promised us. In our youth, we celebrated these times with her, and though she was far we felt her stimulating touch. Our relationship with her was boned together like metal welds, fore her love was so strong you could not be sane if she looked at you directly. But as we became older we began to document her arrivals, and wrote of her gifts. As we grew so did our aspirations. Everything discovered was checked by her for she was our foundation. As we poured down layers on layers of advancements her gifts were slowly bared. She will never turn her back to us, yet we cannot say the same. The older we got the less we could feel her touch though it was still there. We look at our writings of her instead of her beautiful face. We have exchanged her girts for replications of her love. Her glow still touches us in our old age but her beauty can only be seen as a moon, and no longer a woman. The sea is her only true lover now. Twice a day he reaches out his hand for her in hopes to detach himself from the earth he has become a prisoner. He longs for her, though they can never be. And only through his love for her can we still see her connection to this world. 



TIDAL ENERGY

Man’s reactions to nature are often 
conditioned by his culture and hence, 

finally, by history – Mircea Eliade

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These children of earth in the story were our ancient ancestors and they lived there lives with a direct connection to nature and the cosmic flows. Now seen as religious acts, the truths they found in the past have never left us. I seek to reawaken a lost perspective of nature through the acknowledgement of the entwined relationship between our planet and the comic forces. For my thesis, I am proposing to construct a tidal lagoon in Seattle Washington’s Elliott Bay who’s call for the moon is so strong it can generate energy from the natural phenomena of the oceans gravitational attrition to the moon causing the rising and falling of the tides. After construction, this form of communication with our world is one where we accept what the earth is willing to give to us, instead of extracting its materials unwillingly.  I believe exposure to this form of communication will allow the community to become influenced by the experience of society coinciding with nature, instead of against it. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
As for the ancient humans Egyptologist and Archaeologist Henry Frankford writes of their observations of natural phenomena, as direct experiences, and their experiences of these phenomena told them who they were and where they came from. They deeply depended on the cosmic flows to reveal answers they could use in everyday life.  As for the moon, she gave them the gift of time. As she showed her face to the ancient Sumerian’s and Egyptian’s they tracked her arrivals in the form of a calendar dividing a year into 12 lunar months of 29 or 30 days. Each month began with the sighting of a new moon. The term calendar itself is taken from the Roman verb calare meaning, "to call out", which refers to the calling out, or the announcement that the new moon has just been seen. Because we received our months from the moon we could then judge the changes in the season and the new year. This was one of the most important gifts that ancient civilizations all around the world had received from the cosmos. The understandings of these gifts took the form of myth so generations to come would know their story. But their myths were not merely stories that conveyed information. They dramatized their knowledge they received from nature acknowledging in them a special virtue which could be activated by recital. They felt the need to show the gods the knowledge they gained from them as a form of appreciation. They participated in the life of nature in hopes that the cosmos would continue to share their gifts of life, and that the dying sun of winter would rise once again for spring.  The ancient people relied on what we would now consider art to pass on the knowledge of their culture to future generations. Architecture cannot only be used as a tool to help societies function but also educate and remind communities of what they believe in. 
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Presentation Notes
An example of passing cultural beliefs through activity and architecture is the Kogi people in the mountains of Colombia. The Kogi have been reluctant to establish permanent contacts with western civilization, and reject commercial-trade of cloth and insist on using the textiles they craft fallowing traditional methods. This results from a profound mystic understanding of their place in the universe. For Kogi people, the spindle and loom are more than mere tools, and spinning and weaving more than simple productive activities. The Spindle and Loom showed a sense of rhythm and the notion of continuity that appear in the world they have experienced. To them weaving represented the way the whole universe in intertwined. Their food was thought to be woven into society and their homes as woven from the ground to the heavens. The kogi temples represented small-scale models of the cosmos. At the top of the roof was a circle letting in sunlight, as the day changed the position of the circle of light would move with geometric precision and at noon when the sun directly pierced the middle of the temple, the circular temple floor was thought to represent the whorl, and the near vertical sunray that fell upon it as the spindle.





Desire associated with possession is a most 
destructive feeling - Martian Heidegger

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You could argue that we began our disconnection from nature when we stopped becoming passive observers and began a trend of physical experiments. Through the readings of Martian Heidegger, he explains by end of the 18th century the world around us was no longer explained by fascinating stories of myth but instead scientific definitions. This reduction of our worlds fantasies distanced ourselves from the unknown, leading us to believe if we can understand the workings of nature we could control it. So that is exactly what we did. 



Edward BurtynskyEdward Burtynsky

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our discovery of energy has left us wanting, our technical creations has left us needing. Our desires seem to have no end as we strive for progress. But why must the earth parish for these advancements?



Presenter
Presentation Notes
As seen through the lens of EDWARD BURTYNSKY he documents human’s manipulation of our landscapes so it to can fit into the machine of progress, which shares a similar view to the machine of destruction. Humanity has entered a stage of adolescence, with a new set of responsibilities we do not completely understand and respect. 
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Presentation Notes
We seek to distance ourselves at this age arguing our old beliefs and insist in doing everything our own way. Through this we have built an infrastructure on oil that the earth has purposefully hidden from us, and coal where earth put mountains to be its guardian.  We rebel against this planet like an angry teen, but mother moon and the cosmos will never let us complete be disconnected from it. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Even when looking at other forms of energy generation such as solar power. The power plants are cut off from the community and go unnoticed. Too often cities will hide the undesirable aspects of their communities such as landfills and power plants on the outskirts of the city which leads people to forget about their overall impact on this planet. Solar energy is good, but placing them in an empty field might not be the best option when they can be mounted on top of almost anything. Even if they are in cool shapes.  It is important that we do not overlook how we are generating the power we use every day, and that powerplants become an integral part of our communities. Power plants should go beyond just energy generation but also engage the people through action to acknowledge the gifts we obtain form the earth and to further enlighten and inspire the community.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Scotland’s proposed tidal lagoon in Swansea Bay was my inspiration for tidal energy stemmed from. Functionally my project will draw energy in a similar way. By creating a manmade lagoon made of the oceans crust water will be able to be contained as the tidal ranges rise and fall. At the entrance is a tidal barrage which allows the water to come in and out. This form of tidal energy is currently the most efficient in terms of generating power. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
By cutting off the water and letting in drain in and out on command allows generators produce energy as water passes through them as seen in this video. Because energy can be generated on entry and exit power can be created four times a day.






Elliott Bay Seattle WA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Because Elliott’s Bay has one of the strongest connections to the moon in the United States, and Seattle is one of the biggest coastal cities the lagoon has found its home.
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“We know that the white man does not understand our ways. He is a stranger who comes in the night and takes 

from the land whatever he needs. The earth is not his friend, but his enemy, and when he’s conquered it he 

moves on. He kidnaps the earth from his children. His appetite will devour the earth and leave behind a desert. 

If all the beasts were gone, we would die from a great loneliness of the spirit, for whatever happens to the 

beasts happens to us. All things are connected. Whatever befalls the Earth, befalls the children of the Earth.”      

– Chief Seattle
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